RE/MASKS
Do It Yourself
N95 Styled Masks
First of 4 Sets of Instructions to Sew Your
Own PPE (Personal Protection Equipment)
1.

DIY N95 Styled Masks

2.

DIY Surgical Styled Masks

3.

DIY Hospital Gowns

4.

DIY Headbands with Elastic Holding Buttons

www.RemaxWasagaRemasks.com
Presented by Marilyn Ruttan, Broker/Owner

Step 1: Getting Ready
Clean and disinfect your sewing table, sewing machine, scissors and ruler
or measuring tape. Wear a mask while sewing and gloves if necessary
although washing your hands often is more practical than wearing gloves.
Gather up all the extra sewing supplies you will need. In addition to fabric
you will also need elastic, thread, ribbon and coated wire. A suggested
sewing notions list is available at the end of this DIY demonstration.
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Step 2: Choosing a Filtration Material
You can use filtration material from a few everyday household sources to create a DIY N95 styled mask.
Here are two examples of filtration materials:
• 3M Filtrete Healthy Living Furnace Filters in the high end 2200 or 1900 series.
• Or high-end vacuum cleaner bags such as the ORECK Magnesium Upright HEPA Bag that filters down to 0.3
Microns (Note: 0.3 Microns is the same filtration as a Medical N95 Mask)

If you are using a furnace filter material you will need to cut off the outer edges of the filter, peel back the wire
mesh cover and pull out the accordion styled material. You can semi-flatten the material by ironing it with a
cotton tea towel covering the material as it is very heat sensitive. Do not put a hot iron directly on the filter
material or use the steam feature on your iron. You could also let the material lay flat under some heavy books
overnight. It will not flatten completely which is fine as it will still be easy to work with.

If you are using vacuum bags as a filtration material, you will need to cut off the outer edges and the cardboard
hose attachment piece. Then lay the two sections of filtration material one on top of the other. As you can see
using a good quality vacuum bag is a much quicker, simpler way to obtain filtration material.
Depending on the size of the vacuum bags you will not be able to make as many masks as you could with the
furnace filters.

Step 3a: Making a Pattern Piece For N95 Styled Mask
After you have decided on the filtration material, you can make a pattern or use the pattern I have already
created. I took a same sized 3M mask and cut it in half to get the right shape. I then cut half of the mask in two
places (the darts) to be able to flatten the mask and trace it onto thick cardstock. This pattern piece is the same
for both the top and the bottom half of each mask. I then made 2 markings for the location to sew the elastics on
and expanded the perimeter size of the pattern piece slightly to allow for the seam allowance. (1/4” all the way
around the pattern piece) I use a smaller seam allowance when working on smaller projects.

Step 3b: Mask Pattern for N95 Styled Mask
The pattern piece at right is not to scale. The full size
pattern is available as a PDF on our website:
www.remaxwasagaremasks.com
All measurements are provided on this pattern piece so
you could also create your own pattern piece if need be.
Note: A ¼” seam allowance was already taken into
consideration. If you prefer working with a larger seam
allowance than make the pattern piece slightly larger.

To change the mask size to a larger or a smaller mask
just increase or decrease by 1/4” to 1/2” around the
perimeter depending on the size of mask you require.

Step 4a: Tracing the Pattern Pieces
- Vacuum Bag Material
Use the pattern piece and trace with a marker or
pen as many pattern pieces as you can fit on the
vacuum bag material.

After tracing the pattern pieces pin the layers
together. To make one mask you will need to cut
out 2 pieces of the vac bag material and 4 pieces
of the cotton broadcloth fabric.
The amount of pattern pieces you will be able to
trace onto each Vacuum Bag Material will depend
on the type of vacuum bags you buy.

Step 4b: Tracing the Pattern Pieces – Furnace Filter Material
I was able to obtain a 56” in length X 20” in width piece of Furnace Filter Material out of one 16” furnace filter.
Fold the material over and trace the pattern pieces on top of the two layers. You should be able to trace 9 to 10
pattern pieces on the doubled over material.

To make one mask you will need to
cut out 4 pieces of the furnace filter
material and 4 pieces of the cotton
broadcloth fabric you wish to use.
Each piece that you sew for both the
front and the back of the mask will
have one layer of the cotton
broadcloth combined with one layer
of the furnace filter material.

Step 5a: Cutting out the Pattern Pieces – Vacuum Bag Material
Before cutting out the pieces draw a red line down the middle of each dart as this will be the cutting line for each
dart. Just a straight cut in approx. 1.5 inches on the red line, do not cut out the whole triangle shape within the
dart. Then pin the two thicknesses together & cut them out. (2 of Vac Bag material & 2 of Cotton-Broadcloth) You
will also need to cut out 2 more pieces of the cotton broadcloth to sew the backing of each mask.

Step 5b: Cutting out the Pattern Pieces – Furnace Filter Material
Before cutting out the pieces draw a red line down the middle of each dart as this will be the cutting line for
each dart. Just a straight cut in approx. 1.5 inches on the red line, do not cut out the whole triangle shape
within the dart. Then pin the 2 thicknesses of the furnace filter material together & cut them out. Next pin the
2 thicknesses of the cotton broadcloth together & cut them out. Repeat this as you need 4 pieces of each.

5c Step: Cutting Out the Pattern Pieces
With the Vacuum Bag Material you will need
2 pieces of the vac bag material and 4 pieces
of the cotton broadcloth for each mask.

With the Furnace Filter Material you will need 4
pieces of the furnace filter material and 4 pieces
of the cotton broadcloth for each mask.

Step 6a: Sewing the Darts on the Mask Front – Vacuum Bag Material
Put one piece of the outer cotton broadcloth fabric (blue) over top of one piece of the filtration material with
the fabric like (beige) side facing down. Fold over at the dart lines and stitch the dart twice using a higher
tension on your machine so all stiches are a bit tighter together than normal. Trim and cut off loose threads as
you go. Repeat with the other darts until both pieces are finished.

Step 6b: Sewing the Darts on the Mask ‘Front & Back’ – Furnace Filter Material
Put one piece of the outer cotton broadcloth fabric (blue) over top of one piece of the filtration material.
Fold over at the dart lines and stitch the dart twice using a higher tension on your machine so all stiches are a
bit tighter together than normal. Trim and cut off loose threads as you go. Repeat with the other darts until all
4 pattern pieces are finished.

Step 7: Nose Wire Section – Same Step For Vac Bag and Furnace Filter Material
Cut a 6” long piece of ribbon or bias tape that is approximately 5/8” wide. Position it along the top of one
pattern piece matching up with the elastic markers and pin it in place.
Then cut a 4” piece of wire with wire cutters if needed. The wire I am using is gardening rubber coated wire,
but you could also use white craft wire, 4 twist ties twisted together, or any other suitable product.

Step 8: Sewing the Ribbon On – Same Step For Vac Bag and Furnace Filter Material
Sew along the edges of the top and the bottom of the ribbon or the bias tape. Then slide the piece of coated
wire under the ribbon positioning the wire so it is centered. Make sure it is back a bit from either outer edge
so that when you sew the front and the back pieces together you will not hit the wire with the sewing machine
needle.

Step 9: Sewing Together the Top and Bottom Pieces of the Front of the Mask
- Same Step For Vac Bag and Furnace Filter Material
With right sides together (blue sides) sew the top and the bottom pattern pieces together along the
edge that has the darts. Go back over this line with a second set of stitches to make it as air-tight as
possible. This is the center line. Trim and cut off loose threads after completing the front part of the
mask. Smooth out the center line on each piece firmly with your fingertips.
Note: When using the Furnace Filter Material you can repeat this step as both the front and the back
sections of the mask made of Furnace Filter material are the same.

Step 10: Sewing the Back Pieces of the Mask Together – Vacuum Bag Materials
Now that you have the front of the mask sewn, use two more pattern pieces that are cut just from the cotton
broadcloth fabric and proceed to sew the darts on each of these two pieces. Then put these 2 back pieces
together with the good sides facing each other and sew them together across the center line. Remember to
stitch across this center line twice making it as air-tight as possible. (The center line is the line with the darts)

Step 11: Preparing the Elastics - Same Step For Vac Bag and Furnace Filter Material
Cut two pieces of the ¼” or ½” wide elastic into 12 “ pieces. The elastic on a N95 Styled Mask goes around the
head and not just over the ears. For a larger head cut a larger length of elastic.
Line up the ends of the elastics with the elastic markers on both sides of the edge of the top and the bottom of
the front of the mask and pin in place. Note: Only the top front piece of the mask has a wire nose piece.

Step 12: Sewing the Front & Back Sections Together
- Same Step For Vac Bag and Furnace Filter Material
With right sides together (blue finished sides) line up the elastic markers and your center line seams then sew
the front and the back- pieces together along the outer perimeter leaving a 3” section along the very bottom
of the mask open. (as per photo below) Trim and cut off loose threads.
Use this 3” open space to be able to turn the mask inside out to reveal the good (blue) sides. Then press the
edges of the 3” open seam inwards a ¼” to ½” with your fingers while pinning it in place and stitch the 3”
opening closed.

Step 13: Creating the Necessary Inner Edge Seal
- Same Step For Vac Bag and Furnace Filter Material
Finding a non-latex product to make the seal with was a bit of a challenge. Although an unusual choice a
medium or large non-latex glove will work. Cut 2 of the fingers off in long even strips right back to the wrist.
You may need to trim them up slightly and cut off the small hard wrist edge. Fold the finger piece in half and
pin the tip of the finger to the inside top of the mask as this part of the finger is thicker and the nose area of
the inside top of the mask requires a bit tighter seal. Sew as close to the outer edge of the mask as possible
around the first half and repeat for the other half starting at the top again with the tip of the second finger. See
completed seal in Step 14.

Step 14: Completion of the DIY N95 Styled Mask
- Same Step For Vac Bag and Furnace Filter Material
Once you have completed sewing the 2 non-latex finger pieces onto the outer edge of the inside of the mask
you have completed the mask. The seal will likely not look perfectly even all the way around but that is fine.
When the non-latex edge is up against the skin it will form a seal. Just check the mask for any additional
trimming or cutting of loose threads.

Are the N95 Styed DIY Masks Washable?
Yes, they are! I wash mine with a regular medium sized load of
laundry with laundry soap and I dry them in my dryer with the
medium load on the ‘Timed’ dryer setting for 40 minutes on
medium heat.
The masks come out dry, looking new, with no signs of shrinkage.
Only the elastics are slightly curled.

Can you use both Filtration Materials in a Mask?
Yes, I have used one layer of the ORECK Vac Bag Filtration Material
with the cotton broadcloth for the front pattern pieces and one layer
of the Furnace Filter Filtration Material with the cotton broadcloth
for the back pattern pieces. (See photo at right) This creates a denser
filtration than using one layer of ORECK Vac Bag ‘HEPA’ Filtration
Material in only the front section of a mask. I am not sure that this
would really be necessary though as according to their packaging the
‘HEPA’ ORECK Vac Bag already filters down to 0.3 microns.

Tips and Tricks:
• The pattern piece is available on our website as a printable PDF. www.RemaxWasagaRemasks.com
• DIY instructions for Surgical Styled Masks, Hospital Gowns and Headbands are also on the website.
• To change the mask size to a larger or a smaller mask just increase or decrease the outer long edge that has
the elastic markers on it by 1/4” to 1/2” depending on the size of mask you require.
• I realized after use that the Dollarama elastic can fray so purchase at a fabric store or Walmart instead.
• If you have a Cricut machine you can print off pattern pieces and I believe the Cricut will also cut the cotton
broadcloth fabric. I do not use a Cricut so you would have to double check this information. Anything that
can save you time is great.

It is best to spend some time pre-cutting pattern pieces,
various colors and designs of cotton broadcloth and all the
notions required including the fingers from the non-latex
gloves. This allows you to just to grab and go as you are
sewing the masks.

List of Sewing Notions Required:
• 2 X 12” of Elastic either ¼” or ½” in width

• 6” of Ribbon or Double Bias Tape in ½” or 5/8” in width
• 4” of Plastic or Rubber Coated Wire, Twist Ties (4), Crafting Wire or other suitable wire
• 1 Non-Latex Glove in Size Medium or Large
• 2 Pattern Pieces of Vacuum Bag Filtration Material or 4 Pattern Pieces of the Furnace Filter Filtration Material
• 4 Pattern Pieces of Cotton Broadcloth or other Suitable Fabric and Thread
I purchased theses items (at left) from our local Dollarama Store. You
can also buy them online: www.dollarama.com
Also any fabric store or Walmart store would carry these same
supplies and they can be purchased online. www.Walmart.ca
As for the 3M Filtrete Healthy Living Furnace Filters in the 2200 and
1900 Series you can purchase them at any local Hardware store or
Canadian Tire. www.canadiantire.ca
Local Hardware stores would also carry high end Vacuum Bags just
read the labels if you can not find the ORECK ones as described.
The ORECK Vac bags can be purchased at Canadian Tire.

Disclaimer and Proper use of a Mask:
• These DIY N95 Styled Face Masks are not intended to replace the manufactured N95 Face Masks that
Medical personnel are required to use.
• The manufactured N95 Face Masks are very hard to come by and these instructions offer an alternate way to
obtain a N95 Styled Face Mask made with filtrated materials when no other N95 Mask is available.

• If you have a family member with a compromised immune system or you are a first responder or work in a
secondary medical field you may need to sew or have someone sew for you these DIY N95 Styled Face Masks
and this is why I decided to create this set of do it yourself (DIY) instructions.
• If you are healthy and need to go out in public the CDC is now stating that any DIY Face Mask is better than
not wearing a mask.
• There are numerous DIY Videos and Instructions for making your own masks but few show you how to make
a DIY N95 Styled Face Mask using high quality filtration materials you can purchase locally.
• It is important to note that you should not touch any mask while wearing it. If you do touch it wash your
hands with soap and water. If the mask becomes damp while wearing it replace it.
• Also wash your hands before and after handling a face mask.
• Wash your DIY masks after every use by hand or in the washing machine.
• Tight fitting masks with a seal are highly recommended.
• Visit our website at: www.RemaxWasagaRemasks.com

